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You asked for an advance copy of the charts for Friday’s meeting on stress on the 
force. This memorandum responds. 

At Friday’s meeting I hope to cover: 

--Personnel available for deployment, active and reserve (Tab A). 

We still have a significant number of deployable personnel, more if we 
could reduce infrastructure, although skill match could be problematic. 

--Relative use of the Guard and Reserve (Tab B). 

Army has borne most of the burden since preparation for action in Iraq, 
although mobilized numbers are beginning to come down. 

--Success at honoring “dwell time” promise (a day not deployed for each day 
deployed). 

Imperfect 

--Review of the 47 initiatives from your memorandum (Tab C). Two examples of 
the template are at (Tab D). 

A few are completed, but we need stronger action in some important cases. 

Prepared by: Stephen M. Wellock, 695-5254 

cc: Krieg, Berkson 
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Available Personnel: Active 

Assigned Strength 
-Transient, etc. 
- DEPLOYMENTS 

As of March 05 
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I ACTIVE 
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Available Personnel: Selected Reserve 

Army Air Force 
528800 180997 

As of Mar 05 

73032 

SELECTED RESERVES 
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- Mobilized Today 
- Previouslv Mobilized 
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MOBILIZED RESERVE COMPONENTS 
Operation NOBLE EAGLEENDURING FREEDOMnRAQI FREEDOM, 10 USC, section 12302 
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Monthly data as of the last daily report of each month. Data as of Jun 14,2005. 
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MOBILIZED RESERVE COMPONENTS 
Operation NOBLE EAGLEENDURING FREEDOM/IRAQI FREEDOM, 10 USC, section 12302 
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Version #6 September 7,2004 

S‘LTBSECT: “Force Levels,” “End Strength” and “Stress on the Force”--Are 
current L.S. military forces sufficient in size and properly organized 
and managed to meet the challenges facing our country? What are 
ways DoD can reduce the stress on the force, maintain recruiting and 
retention targets. and make the Department more efficient and cost 
effsctiye? 

Summarv: The US. can afford whatever military force level is determined to be 
necessary and appropriate for our nation’s security. The men and women in 
uniform are the Department’s most valuable asset. It is our people who 
distinguish the U.S. military from other forces. For the present, analysis by the 
Joint Chiefs indicates that the US .  military currently has sufficient active and 
reserve forces to execute its assigned missions. If at any time that is not the case, 
it would be DoD’s responsibility to recommend to the President appropriate 
adjustments. Absent analysis that indicates that US. forces are not able to meet 
their assigned missions, it would be a mistake to increase the size of our forces. 
To the extent we increase our investment in force levels, we increase risk in other 
key areas, such as readiness, procurement and research and development. 

Backmund: The operational tempo of U.S. forces during the two years after 
September 11,2001 has been significant. In the aftermath of Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, some have called for an increase in the statutory “end strength” of the 
U.S. military, but have not explained how to pay for it. Although this m a y  appear 
to be a straightforward solution, it is not cheap, easy or quick. 

The cost is substantial over the lifetime of a service member. A number of 
the most costly add-ons to military pay and benefits have been for retired, 
not active duty personnel. 

a Increased end strength has second and third order effects. The more forces, 
the more force protection that is required; the mom forces, the more 
infrastructure that is required; the more forces, the more pensions and 
healthcare for life that are required. 

9 It takes time to recruit,’train and integrate new personnel into the Armed 
Forces. A s  a result, there is a lag between when the additional personnel 
are recruited and the costs begin, and when the added capability is 
available. 
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a At present, the Services’ recruiting and retention goals are being met or 
exceeded. Whether these favorable results will continue as we move 
through the coming months and years remains to be seen. These key 
indicators must be closely watched. 

The current stress on the force is very likely a “spike,” and we hope it will not be 
permanent. The Department is taking immediate actions to relieve this stress on 
the force in Iraq. There is a three-pronged strategy underway that is working to: 

Develop Iraqi capacity to conduct police and other security tasks; 

1 Increase international military participation in Iraq; and 

a Increase actionable intelligence to disrupt attacks on coalition forces and 
other threats to stability. 

. 

In any event, the current stress, as well as respect for the taxpayers’ dollars, 
requires DoD to make every effort to achieve the most efficient use of the forces. 
That same respect for the taxpayers’ dollars mandates that we aggressively address 
the alternative contractor and civilian employee cost impacts as well. 

Following is, I am sure, an incomplete but illustrative list of activities DoD is 
currently executing and/or examining for implementation in addition to those 
immediate actions listed above. As appropriate, we must exploit each of these 
areas to reduce stress on the force, both active and reserve. Though it may appear 
that some of these areas do not directly benefit end strength, nor assist in reducing 
stress on the force, in a variety of ways we believe they can have positive, indirect 
impact. To the extent we are successful in improving performance in these areas, 
it should relieve pressure on the force and likely reduce the current calls for end 
strength increases, or, at the minimum, reduce the size of any end strength increase 
that analysis might later indicate is necessary in the future. 

I 

’ !” 1 .  Lessons Being Learned 

Contineencv Plans. DoD is currently reviewing and revising all 
contingency plans to take account of the lessons learned thus far in 
Afghanistan, Iraq and the Global War on Terror. Among the lessons is 
the need to take advantage of the tradeoffs between numbers of people 
and things-”mass”-versus the increased lethality from speed, agility, 
precision munitions and the leverage available in the information age. 
“Overmatching power’’ i s  replacing “overwhelming force.” 

B Joinmess. DoD is achieving greater jointness worldwide, so combatant 
commanders should be able to tailor forces creatively among the 
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Services to gain added synergy and lethalit), as in the Iraq war. 
Coherently joint forces create power that exceeds the sum of individual 
military-US. and intemational-elements. . Training and Exercises. Traming matters; joint training matters more. 
It creates an asymmetric advantage for U.S. forces. Training and 
exercises need to take account of recent real world experience. 

Global Force Mananement. DoD is exploring methods of replacing the 
concept of “forces for a specific combatant commander” with a “Global 
Force Management Availability System,” which should lead to more 
efficient management of the forces and the process by which they are 
provided to Combatant Commanders in support of their essential 
missions. . ReservdActive Force Balance. DoD is rebalancing the reserve 
components with the active components to achieve the appropriate mix 
for the 21’‘ century. The task is to avoid having to call up certain 
specialties repeatedly for tasks we know DoD i s  and will continue to be 
called upon to execute regularly (civil affairs, etc.). The new active- 
Reserve mix must also be designed to enable more immediate action, as 
appropriate. 

I Realiment of Manuower Levels and Skill Sets. DoD will review 
active and reserve components to determine how the Department can 
best allocate manpower levels and specific skill sets, within existing end 
strength limits, to best satisfy the demands of the 21” century. . Time OD Oaerational Duty. For Reserve Components, DoD will seek 
ways to increase the ratio of the number of months out of the total 
period of activation/mobilizatiation a unit is actually performing the 
mission for which it was called up. We can improve on those instances 
where it is as low as 6 months out of a 12-month call-up. 

Precision Wemns.  Our use of precision weapons, with greater 
accuracy, can maintain lethality while reducing both the operational 
footprint and the logistics tail, thereby reducing force requirements. 

Deploments. The old Industrial Age process is broken. An approach 
that permits only peace or war, with liale or no nuance, is out of date. 
The process is currently being streamlined to take less time and permit 
more nuanced management of mobilization and demobilization, 
deployment and redeployment, and recovery operations. 
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Relief-in-Place. The Services need to establish a common definition of 
“relief-in-place” and then implement measures to shorten the relief in 
place system from 45 - 60 days to a shoner period, as appropriate. 

Standing Joint Task Force Headquarters. The world is moving so fast 
that Standing Joint Task Force Headquaners are necessary. If it takes 
one to three months to staff up a headquarters, the wars of the future 
may be over before the staff is in place. \%ere appropriate, we must 
invest in and sustain surge capability. 

,+- ,  2. Peonle 
’\ - -’ Militan Out of Non-Militarv Jobs. DoD requires Congressional 

cooperation to pass the personnel reform legislation so it can get closure 
on the studies that suggest there are some 300,000 to 380,000 positions 
that military personnel are currently serving in that might be performed 
by civilians. Managers have to be freed up so they can make greater use 
of the civil service, rather than being forced to use military personnel or 
contractors because they cannot eff~ciently manage the DoD civilian 
workforce. If only one-sixth of those 300,000 positions were freed up 
for military duty, it would increase usable “end strength” by 50,000. 
We won’t know what can be achieved until the current analysis is 
completed. 

‘ Core Competencies. QSD is aggressh ely working to move the military 
out of activities that are not core competencies or inherently 
governmental. For example, housing privatization has allowed DoD to 
get better value and speed modernization for the same expenditure of 
finds. 

Contract Employees. For shorter duration missions and missions that 
are not military core competencies, DoD will have to make more 
judicious use of contract employees. This will require that we organize 
so we have Congressional authority and the ability to properly engage 
contract assistance. 

Education. The Department is working to improve joint education to 
create a culture that empowers younger leaders to think beyond their 
parent Services for creative solutions to the challenges our nation faces. 

Coalition Forces. The U.S. must organize its alliances and Telationships 
to increase the availability and readiness of coalition forces-the speed 
of their availability and the readiness of their equipment. This will 

-nqni&*phaticem to substantially reduce the current restrictions 
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and ca\ eats many countries have that reduce the availability of their 
forces and also a long-term commitment from other countries to help 
finance less wealthy nations’ ability to recruit, train, deploy and sustain 
their forces. 

= - Allies. We must assist treaty partners, where appropriate, to assume 
greater responsibility for their defense more rapidly. 

Backfill. During a crisis, we need to arrange for other countries to 
backfill for U.S. troops in some of our long-term commitments, such as 
the Sinai, Iceland, Bosnia, Kosovo, etc. Additionally, the U.S. will have 
to tackle the tough political challenge of ending some commitments. . Indieenous Forces. The U.S. must organize and fund to be able to use 
more host nation security personnel in places like Afghanistan, Iraq, 
Bosnia, and Kosovo to ease the burden on coalition forces. This will 
require Congress approving DoD’s proposed “train and equip” 
legislation. 

Reserve Forces. DoD has established a policy whereby it will, to the 
extent possible, first use Reserve forces that have not recently been 
mobilized. 

Volunteers. DoD will continue to use volunteers from the Reserve 
force, to the extent available. . Holidavs. To the extent possible, DoD force mobilizations will be 
respectful of major holidays. 

Call-UDS. DoD is revising the process so as to protect the goal of 30 
days’ notice for mobilization of reserve units, if at all possible, and will 
consider a tiered arrangement whereby some reserve units might be 
compensated and trained to maintain a readiness level to be available 
and ready for prompt deployment with a shorter call-up. 

Incentives. DoD will consider offering incentives for extended 
deployments. 

Peace Owrations. The USG is considering a “Peace Operations 
Initiative” with the goal of increasing the worldwide availability of 
peacekeepers, peacemakers, military police, constabulary, etc. for 
peacemaking and peacekeeping operations. 
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Intellieence. DoD is working to strengthen actionable intelligence, and 
improve humint in key areas of interest, by prioritization of effort and 
by assuring seamless exchange of information among U.S. agencies. 

I 3. Tecbnoloql: 
.. 

Information Age. DoD will accelerate use of new information 
technologies to reduce the need for forward deployed personnel and 
thereby reduce the rotation rate the Services require to support a 
deployed person. 

Loejstics. DoD will continue to emphasize systems With smaller 
logistics requirements and footprint, simplified designs with fewer and 
more interchangeable parts. 

New Tcchnolo~~es. DoD will invest in technology to substitute for 
human force protectiofi-sensors, intelligence, etc. Additionally, the 
Services will be encouraged to consider the approach the Navy is using 
to reduce personnel needed for ship manning (by as much as 50 percent 
in some cases) and invest in less manpower-intensive platforms 
(UAVs), and technologies and processes, in and out of the defense 
industry. 

Lethality. Services are working to lighten their footprint, while 
increasing lethality, to the extent possible. 

U.S. and Coalition Transformation. DoD will work to improve its 
interoperability with coalition partners through the Joint Forces 
Command. 

- r 4. EMciency 

, cEanization ofForces. 'In the 2IL century one size doesn't fit all. DoD 
will modernize the Services' force organizations to achieve improved 
modularity, so combatant commanders can more readily organize units 
to task. This should allow commanders to build capability by adding 
modules and right-sizing the force to their missions. The goal is to 
achieve greater interchangeable and combined arms effects to increase 
flexibility. Standing Joint Task Force Headquarters are ideally suited 
to integrate and operate this approach. Interchangeable divisions could 
provide improvements in force allocation, force rotation, and 
employment flexibility. 
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Global reach back. DoD will organize to conduct more non-spear point 
activities for deployed forces back in the US., thereby reducing both the 
number of forces deployed as well as the rotation base multiple needed 
to maintain that number of troops forward-deployed. Organizing the 
Reserve Components to optimize reach back opportunities may yield 
significant personnel tempo savings. 

Force Allocation. OSD and the Joint Forces Command will work to be 
able to provide combatant commanders the joint force capabilities they 
need to achieve desired “effects“ and “outcomes,” rather than simply 
responding to requests for numbers of things-troops or platforms. 

9 Procurement. DoD will continue to invest to achieve greater lethality 
per unit of force structure. 

Strateeic Lift. DoD will continue investing in strategic lift to assure 
timely mobility, e.g., high speed transport. Leveraging new 
technologies in this area should also reduce the associated logistic 
footprint. Additionally, the Department must continue to support 
participation in the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (0 Act as a supplement 
to our national mobility capability. 

n Rotation Ratio. The Services will work to find ways to reduce the 
rotation ratio and consider opportunities to transport crews to their 
equipment. . Headauarters Lavering. DoD compone~ds’ reduction in the number of 
headquarters will free up some of the manpower currently staffing those 
organizations. The flattening of headquarters hierarchies is desirable and 
viable given existing and planned communications technology. 

Best Practices. DoD will work to move best practices from inside and 
outside DoD throughout the Department. 

Plannine Tools. DoD is developing tools to enable it to plan more 
rapidly to produce more refined fmce requirements, both in terms of 
numbers and timing of their movement and arrival. 

herational Availability. DoD will implement the appropriate JROC 
“operational availability” studies’ recommendations. 

9 Strategic WarninP. Intelligence capabilities will be tasked to see if it is 
possible and cost effective to increase strategic warning, thereby 
reducing the portion of the force that must be forward-deployed. 
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The RiEht Skills. DcD will develop the ability to more rapidly adjust 
forces in the field: so as to put the right capabilities in the right places at 
the right time and to be able to make rapid adjustments as circumstances 
change. . Safetv. DoD will move aggressively to reduce the number of mishaps 
as a means to protect our most valuable resources, our people. 

. U.S. Foreim Commitments. DoD will continue to work to pare down 
long-term US. commirments such as the Sinai, Iceland, Bosnia, 
Kosovo, etc. \\.‘e will advise nations at the outset that deployments are 
not forever and that rhe U.S. requires the ability to redeploy for other 
contingencies and ease of transit. DoD \vi11 also use care in adding new 
commitments of forces. 

9 U.S. Kon-Militant Skills. The USG needs to strengthen the 
international capability to help countries establish and execute civil 
implementation tasks; only if we are successful will the U.S. and 
coalition forces be reliwed of peace operations earlier than tends to be 
the case, such as in Bosnia. 

U.S. Worldwide Fonmrint. DoD will work to improve the flexibility 
and responskeness of US. forces by adjusting U.S. forward-deployed 
forces in Europe and Asia, by repositioning and making greater use of 
pre-positioned equipment to improve our capabilities for rapid 
deplo>ment from the U.S. and elsewhere, and by investing in necessary 
infrastructure where required. DoD will consolidate locations 
world\\-ide to reduce the number of troops required for support, 
including force protection and, in addition, will use host nation forces, 
where available, to provide protection for deployed U S .  forces. 

Conclusion. 

In a war-in this case, the.Globa1 War onTerrorism-it cannot be “business as 
usual.” During a crisis, when there is an understandable spike demand on U.S. 
forces, DoD cannot behave as though it is “business as usual.” It isn’t. DoD 
needs to act promptly to reduce or stop activities such as exercises and other 
“business as usual” activities, as appropriate. 

The task of DoD is to manage the force within acceptable levels of stress. Key 
measurements are recruiting and retention metrics. We must monitor all activities 
to see that we achieve solid progess on each of the above tasks, before taking the 
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easy and more expensive course of increasing force levels. We owe the American 
people no less. 

DHR:dh 
Current XlFRsi Ecd Snength 
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SVC Unit of Measure FY03 FY04 FY05 FY06 FY01 FY08 FY09 FYI 0 FYI I TOT

Army Authorizations 2500 4467 16843 11603 3239 4130 1542 0 0 44324
Air Force Authorizations 0 3598 2789 715 18 41 225 55 0 7441
Navy Authorizations 10313 3931 1394 582 0 0 0 0 0 16220
Marines Authorizations 0 0 6000 3049 1115 0 0 0 0 10164

RESERVE / ACTIVE FORCE BALANCE 

Objective: Create a more balanced and effective Force mix to 
meet the demands of current and future operations. 

Output Metric: Positions rebalanced 

Status: 

I Total 112813 I 11996 I27026 I 15949 I 4372 I 4171 I 1767 I 55 I 0 I 781491 

Next Step: Reserve Affairs continue to monitor the impact of the 
above rebalancing actions, Services continue to rebalance as 
appropriate 



I 

MILITARY OUT OF NON MILITARYJOBSKORE COMPETENCIES 

svc 

Objective: Convert Military Billets to DoD Civilian or contract I/ 

1 I support and either reduce military end strength or stress 

1 I Output Metric: Positions converted 

I 

I 

Unit FY03 FYO4 FYOS FYOB FY07 FY08 FYOS FYI0 , FYI1 TOT - 
Status: 
svc Unit FY03 FYO4 FYOS FYOB FY07 FY08 FYOS FYI0 , FYI1 TOT - 

Army 
Air Force 
Naw 

Authorizations 0 4,281 8,187 1,861 718 497 51 0 0 15595, 
Authorizations 0 1,790 4,029 3,613 3,023 2,348 79 0 0 14882 
Authorizations 0 905 2.230 960 1.078 902 814 755 403 8047 

Army 

I 

Next Step: Personnel and Readiness led conference to increase 
1 emphasis on conversion opportunities 

Authorizations 0 4,281 8,187 1,861 718 497 51 0 0 15595, 
2.348 79 0 0 14882 

960 I 1.078 I 902 I 814 I 755 I 403 I 8047l 
(Marines Authorizations 0 664 1,659 1,120 176 17 0 0 0 3636 

Total 0 7640 16105 7554 4995 3764 944 755 403 42160 




